Sociology

To be a salesman, one must recognize opportunities, possess initiative, and most important of all, have a cash-in-count account. It happened in a math class yesterday and concerned a statement for the 1935-36 issue of The Tamar. He sat in the front row, his eyes scanned the room, and watched the efforts of a fellow sufferer trying to work out "the amount of light passing through a thin sheet of water." He saw the "amount of light passing through a thin sheet of water." He saw the light through the water and exclaimed, "That's Free."

Compliments

Not that we have anything against such counts personally, you understand, but we have it from reliable sources that a certain college has decided to do something about the cold we (or that) persists in waking the whole class up every few minutes by answering the purely rhetorical questions of the professor. And by the way, who was the student who got his face slapped for calling a coed she was a perfect gentleman?

Ballroom

Have you ever stopped to think about the various peculiarities and unorthodoxities of gods and deities in the Bible? Well, we did, and came to the conclusion that they were adopted just for the publicity. For example, as one would give "Newton H. Frank a second thought if it wasn't that he has come to be insensibly entangled with 'P. R. Milton'? And if Prof. Pref. Mallon shared dem to bed, remembered things with average accuracy, and swore off emetics, he would be just another Thel Phil. Prof. So don't make their absence a very serious thing; let old and new, they're only practicing a very old form of publicity which Adam and

OLD GOLD TOBACCO

Plopped by a Playful Pooch ...

... light an Old Gold

When the Girl Friend insists that you rump with Rollo before you have your tea-alone with her... don't let the Bow Wow bash your spirits. Brighten up by lightin' up an Old Gold. Its sunny-smoke mends mean-somethin', walkin' on marshmallows. Darn clever ... these O. G.'s!

AT TRYING TIMES ... TRY A SMOOTH OLD GOLD

Tuesday, March 12, 1935

We sat with beer Uses expect that Professor Weasel leave for China in July. The Longers can be a drab and withering scene without Weasel-Jones. Perhaps negotiations in China will be the key a Chinese Longer will remain in a much more pleasant manner than we are accustomed to employing, "American Professor throw and catch rice in a much sportier..."-Roorke Professor."

Tech Inquires Column Will Be Printed in Next Issue

Exercises of space have prevented the printing of this week's THE TECH INQUIRES. The next issue will contain the discussion on the same question: "With what attitude do you regard the fact that Technology athletic teams are seldom victorious in their contests?"